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The increasing intensity of resource traffic within distributed environments requires powerful
instruments for controlling the system. Accessing computing resources can have varying
requirements in accordance with specific user parameters and profiles. Service Level
Agreements have been validated by the research community as being useful instruments for
regulating the exchange of resources. Service level agreements (SLAs) can play an important
role, since they are designed as contracts to determine the price for a service at an agreed
quality level as well as the penalties in case of SLA violation. An SLA contains guarantee
terms that need to be satisfied by a provider, and a payment that needs to be made by a user
when such guarantees have been met. In this paper we make use by Service Level Agreements
in order to promote service allocation. We use a computer simulation approach and
investigate how local interaction of peer nodes, endowed with specific service capabilities and
individual behaviors, may produce an aggregate network structure where service requests are
differentiated based on their utility.
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Introduction and related work
Computation
on
decentralized
environments requires scalability and fault
tolerance in order to ensure anonymous
communications and resource sharing.
Because of the needed mechanisms to locate
nodes inside architecture, aggregation
policies became methods to enhance peers
collaboration. Multiple interactions between
nodes system require corresponding policies
to oversee resources discovering, negotiation
and collaborative operations. To operate and
coordinate services within a dynamic
environment built by various computer
applications requires a highly controlled set
of policies. The central entity needs to
authorize what is operated, who is allowed to
operate, and the conditions under which the
operations occur.
Inside the peer to peer architecture an node
acts as a server for the other node as well as
it can be a client requesting another node
service. In the system proposed by
Homayounfar et. al [1] the advanced P2P
concept evolves from the level of being a
simple solution for using nodes’ ability to
perform and optimize user operation to one

level of complex answers that solve
cooperation on virtual environments.
The nodes are splitting one problem received
from a user or from another node and call on
necessary services. Tasks are allocated for
each available service node inside a
negotiation process; the final solution is built
by merging all the sub-solutions.
On Gnutella [5] it is develop a decentralized
environment where the nodes are gathered on
group membership. Such architecture allows
users to join or leave frequently and the
major involved operation is sharing. The
number of nodes increases the sharing space
and files availability with a constant response
time. Nodes can join the network by
connecting to other available hosts. After
joining the network they broadcast messages
in order to interact one with each other.
In scientific collaboration node [6], grouping
is requested by many reasons: sharing
interest, working for the same company,
geographical proximity. One node interaction
is required by the proximity in order to
exchange information without having to pass
through any dedicating server. On member
node can join the virtual organization only if
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it is invited. Each node should join a group
and each of it has a list with all the groups
from the community. The processes that one
particularly member node can perform are:
joining, replicating and searching processes.
Every disconnection of one member node
displays a message of no reply for the
network status.
A service provider approach is developed on
[7] showing that a provider needs
authentication in order to deliver a service for
a particular community. The provider node
must accomplish all the community policies
and to relate all its particular policies to the
community requirements. An agreement
framework is developed here between any
new node that wants to deliver a service to
another node from a different community or
to the community itself. The community may
require certificate for authentication in order
to allow the node to submit the service to the
community. Thus, from the community
prospective authorization represents a
mandatory commitment for every external
service-node. According to its evaluation one
node can receive rights described in
capabilities to broadcast services inside the
community.
This paper is about to investigate the problem
of aggregation and the policies of controlling
the environment. Equally, we investigate the
business implications translated in financial
clauses that are established between various
participants.
Services also have quality parameters that
influence the agreement process. Eventually,
negotiation can be the process that creates the
agreement framework between entities.
Policies and objectives between provider and
requester produce particular quality of
service with an established time parameter.
[8]
2 Background and approach
As the new concepts of computation are
focused on distributed environments, many
of important research orientations decide to
use a distributed framework. Inside the
distributed environment every node is a peer
(node) that can serve others or it can be a
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service for a particular purpose. The services
are distributed on nodes, each node being
considered an autonomous entity.
The
considered infrastructure for deployment is a
P2P SOA pervasive network where nodes
behave as service consumers and producers.
Any service represents a case of an
interactional process that can involve data
exchange.
The term of service defines a special resource
that has the capability to perform tasks with a
coherent functionality (provider nodes and
requester). Inside the P2P architecture a
service is considered to be a resource that is
transferred between two or more entities. At
the same time one service performs one or
more tasks, it has a services description, a
service interface, service semantics, and an
identifier.
One service has one or more roles in relation
to service owner. Policies that are applied to
service are highly significant for its
definition [3]. Thus, on our default
infrastructure several mechanisms as node
preferences, production of social welfare,
complexity, negotiation and algorithm,
appear in order to extend a basic unstructured
P2P networks with autonomous nodes.
On such architecture, each node is supposed
to deliver or receive services from other
nodes. Nodes can operate different services
on the network. Particularly, we develop the
research on a set of N nodes that operate
services in an unstructured P2P architecture.
We consider that every p node has a q service
quantity and it is linked with other nodes
building virtual organizations. The service S
that one node owns can contain a set of
attributes (b1, b2, b3) that characterized the
service. These attributes are the price of
service, the quality of service, time the
service operates, etc.
We use also a set of indicators as the
expected value for the delivered service and
the requested price for the delivered service.
According to figure 1 every initiator is able
to discover available services that can be
operated on the network as well as it can
have a list of possible service providers from
the network.
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Fig. 1. A SOA peer to peer network
Services can be uniform distributed among
the nodes or some node may have different
quantity of services at different prices.
Basically one service can be expensive than
others and the quantity of services are
changing from an node to another. The
service delivery is a process that involves
time (Any T unit time added to a service
request indicates the affected period of time
that an initiator node will use the service in
operations. Any provider node involved on a
service transaction, will avoid system errors
instead of committing the service to another
requester).
The process starts from an initiator that
requires service on the network. The
requested service has Q quantity and T time
parameters to be delivered. The initiator node
builds a list with the entire available services
from the network and all their particular
service parameters values. A service level
agreement framework will be developed in
order to operate service transaction. [2]
3 Negotiation and trust for collaborative
entities
Negotiation is a decision factor for reaching a
good agreement. In the agreement process
nodes can have preferences, they can use
privacy and reliability as well as they can
aim to reach an agreement under specific
established circumstances.

Services are requested at different levels,
either as resources at a local level (node from
the same virtual organization) or as resources
at a global level (from another virtual
organization). Services are objects of the
negotiation process being consumed or
provided at the same time. Any service is
specified by different negotiable parameters:
type and amount of service, the time period a
service is used, the reward and the penalty.
The final result of the negotiation is
considered a contract between the node
entities accompanied by all the negotiation
parameters. An agreement is meant to solve a
conflict of interest after a sequence of
determined steps while different node
strategies are applied.
Instead of negotiation, the authority criteria
can be introduced. The level of authority can
change the negotiation of services into an
authority based framework. One node
requiring a service can have priority if the
level of authority is higher than the authority
level of the opponent interaction node. [10]
After the service node gathers enough details
about the potential client it can establish all
the parameters involved in the service
operation (delivery or request). For the peerto-peer infrastructure, reputation can allow
nodes to cooperate each other. Reputation
represents a concentrated stored history of
activities
averaged
with
transactions
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information, time and transaction values.
Any external node joining an organization
can receive a trust value based on a preexisting relation. A reputation model can
evolve from a level to another by changing
the history and new reputation rules [11].
The trusting behavior is reflected in the
reputation, therefore new events and
behaviors derive from existing reputation.
Any new event and action is added to the
history for building a database for
recommendations. After each operation the
reputation information is updated.
Reputation
mechanism
introduces
trustworthy behaviors with trustful ratings for
each node from the organization. These
reputation ratings are influencing the node’s
behaviors in the process of negotiation.
Our central subject is developing among the
costs implication ignoring the problem of
reputation and identity. This paper focuses on
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a business perspective of the system statuses
that can be influenced by different
configurations of the environment.
4 Service agreement collaboration
Previously, we presented several aspects for
a better understanding of the approach. The
agreements on virtual organizations involve a
specific infrastructure in order to benefit of
accurate negotiation mechanisms. Service
level Agreements (SLAs) are dynamically
establishing
policies
between
two
collaborative entities .The objective of the
interaction is to deliver a service to a
requester. This delivery process involves
functional and non functional properties for
the service. The collaborative entity requires
a management of the delivery process using
rights, roles and obligations of the involved
nodes as presented in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Service Level Agreements
A set of constraints are established in this
representation:
 Purposes reflecting reasons behind the
creation of the SLA
 Parties designing the nodes involved to
SLA and their perspective roles(provider
and requester)
 Validity period evaluating the period of
time that the SLA will cover



Scope reflects services covered in the
agreement
 Restrictions as constrains, in the form of
possible work-flows, needed to be
followed for the requester service
One requester makes a SLA offer for the
provider The offer uses a sets of parameters
that the provider can analyze. The
agreements between providers and requesters
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imply restrictions specifying terms of nonperforming objectives (any service delivered
to unpredicted agreed status outcomes a
penalty), optional services (delivered services
that are not required by requester), exclusion
issues (are not included to SLA but might be
required as an exception), administration
processes (for meeting and measuring SLA
objectives and defines organizational
responsibility for those processes. Service
level agreement clauses have more familiar
forms when they contain the whole process).
Requester can build SLAs for different
consumers as well as one consumer can have
many SLAs for different requesters. This
process is considered as a different behavior
dividing across multiple providers (workflow composition).
Inside a complex scenario SLA clauses can
bring dependencies. Co-allocation is thought
to be any SLA validation bound by a
different SLA agreement.
At the forming agreement process it should
be distinguished between agreements and the
mechanism that leads to the formation of the
agreement. One negotiation is effected by the
level of SLA and the expected value of the
agreement process. After the agreement has
been signed the nodes enact the contents of
the agreement clauses with different degrees
of success. For a very accurate process, the
agreement level defines the following steeps:
 Identity
provider
managed
using
descriptors
 SLA definition of what is being requested
 Agree on SLA terms requires definition
of the SLA parameter Service Level
Objectives(SLO)
 Monitor SLA Violation as an internal
process of SLOs recognition
 Destroy SLAs with expired timestamps
 Penalty for SLA violation reflects a non
meeting attitude of expectation
An
extended
approach
of
service
collaboration involves identical servers for
executing dynamic allocation among
multiple web applications. For each
application they have a performance
optimizer application manager interacting
with a resource arbiter (server allocation)
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using optimization on the objective function
(expected business value).
The resource arbiter allocates resources for
maximizing the sum of the expected business
value over all applications. It is important to
note that the local value functions must share
common scale. [15]
For SLA clauses parameters [15] defines:
 Service Level Objective representing the
objective that the service should manage
and the level of quality that the service
should satisfy (SLO).
 Service
Level
Indicator,
values
parameters of the SLA clause. They are
expected values that had to be followed
during the interaction process (SLI).
They can be integers or decimals values
as well as they can be considered
constrains.
 Business Value as a value returning
function (level of business build through
its reputation)(BV).
 Penalties that represent the most
important element of the SLA clause. The
systems can oversee the whole interaction
mechanism by using penalties (Pen).
SLA clauses violations are considered
unexpected and deviated behaviors in
completing the SLA objectives. It is very
important to study the impact of SLOs
(Service Level Objective) on the penalty
dimension. Due to its dimension, a deviated
behavior can involve either penalty or
rewards (they represent important elements
for the business use of SLAs). The
interaction between requesters and providers
can experiment different levels of SLAs
violations: Completion "all or nothing",
Completion "Partial", Completion "Weight
partial".
Every SLA clause is built to be completed
with any amount of utility bigger than 90
percent of the required service. For an level
of provisioning less than 90 percent of the
required service, the penalty can grow with
1% monetary units for each uncompleted
percent.
5 Simulations and protocol
This paper uses an simulation

based
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approach in order to investigate several
behavioral characteristics of the system. The
simulation represents a fundamental element
of the research design. It helps to validate
modeled assumption in the context of a high
complexity. We investigate how various peer
nodes holding a specific service distribution
can deliver services on the basis of SLA
establishment among parties. The simulation
is aimed to confirm different hypothesis that
can address the problem of service
aggregation in a peer-to-peer context.
On our framework one peer node can play
the role of provider or client. The provider
receives a service request from one client and
offers an SLA template as an answer to the
request. Each peer is modeled as an entity
that can deliver several services with specific
attributes. The entities of the distributed
systems represent intelligent actors from a
network. They can solve problem from other
nodes, they can discover needed resources,
and they can negotiate with other nodes and
offer solutions. Nodes can also learn, update
and predict operations as well as they use the
resources located on each other optimally
and work as a team.
Our simulations are carried out using the
PeerSim simulator [16] that offers a common
platform for research projects on P2P
networks. It is an open source, Java-based
simulation framework for developing and
testing P2P algorithms in a dynamic
environment. PeerSim has been designed to
be both dynamic and scalable and uses a
simple ASCII file based configuration
mechanism. PeerSim enables different
modules to be developed that encode various
capabilities required within an application.
PeerSim also provides pre-developed
modules for building and initializing an
underlying network, and modules to control
different interaction protocols between peers.
To support demand manipulation, where new
requesting peers need to be added to the
peer-to-peer system, the environment must
be designed as a large dynamic network.
Simulation in PeerSim is controlled through
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Java objects that can be scheduled for
execution at certain points. These controllers
typically initialize, observe or modify the
simulation. The initialization phase is carried
out by control objects that are scheduled to
run only at the beginning of each experiment.
In the configuration file, the initialization is
undertaken using a Scheduler object which
identifies the simulation cycles, and when
they are executed exactly. This object can
also be used to configure a protocol or be
executed in specific simulation cycles. It is
also possible to control the order of the
running of the components within each cycle.
The model dissociates the participants
according to their configured profiles.
Therefore, one node can be a provider as
entities holding a specific service distribution
that can be deliver to other requesting entities
(peer nodes) or one node can be a client as a
requesting entity that needs specific services
in order to perform different internal tasks.
The framework uses a P2P network in which
each node has a specific number of links that
is specified in the configuration file. One
node can deliver a specific number of subservices n = {1,2,3,4,5} that can be varies
according with the simulation context. Each
node is assigned with an utility value that is
calculated at each simulation cycle and an
accepted price Acc_price representing the
minimum income that one peer would accept
in order to deliver a specific sub-service.
Each simulation process uses a specific
number of cycles, each cycle having assigned
a number of effects to take place. One node
receives a service request which must be
solved by aggregating sub-services from their
immediate neighbors.
The process takes place within the following
steps as depicted in figure 3:
 One sub-provider i runs an internal
algorithm for verifying its capability to
satisfy the request.
 One provider performs a search algorithm
to check which of its immediate
neighbors can work on the aggregation
(can satisfy the SLA)
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Fig. 3. The process of aggregation


At the moment when the SLA ends the
monetary payments are distributed
among participants.

6 Results
Each simulation is executed within a
framework of 10000 peer-nodes. Each

experiment is using 100 simulation cycles to
expose the behavior of the system in the
context of different configurations files.
Experiment 1 investigates the number of
completed operation when the system uses a
varying number of configured sub-services.

Fig. 4. Completed operations with different number of configured sub-services
As fig. 4 illustrates, in the context of 5 sub-

services to be aggregated the system records
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the highest number of completed operations.
It is also can be observed that a number of 7
sub-services to be aggregated induce the
lowest level of completed operations. We can
conclude that 5 sub-services is an optimal
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value for the system. All the curves become
stable after 80 execution cycles.
Experiment 2 presents the classification of
the payment rates in the context of a varying
number of sub-services to be aggregated.

Fig. 5. Rate of payment per sub-service
Figure 5 confirms that after the completion of
100 simulation cycles the system records the
highest level of payment rates in the context
of 7 aggregated sub-services. The
configuration with 3, respectively 5 subservices produce approximately the same
level of payment rate.

Experiment 3 presents the status of the
system measured in term of completed
operation in the context of two different
configurations. The number of participant
used for simulation is varied from 10000
participants to 5000 participants.
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Fig. 6. The completed operation with different numbers of participants
From figure 6 it can be observed that the size
of the network (the number of participants) is
a decisive factor that can induce different
behaviors of the system. In the context of
10000 participant the number of the
completed operation is much higher that for
5000 participants.

situations when a negotiation ends with
financial incentives or penalties.

7 Conclusions
This paper present with a simulation based
approach a model for the service aggregation.
We explained how one provider node can
aggregate a different number of sub-services
(see figure 6) and we investigate how the
value of different system parameters
(completed operations, rates of payment)
changes
according
with
specific
configurations.
Various models have been deployed in order
to solve the service interactions in distributed
environments. Our target was to build a
research infrastructure that solves the puzzle
around service aggregation where financial
parameters can induce a desirable framework
for negotiation. We use Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) as mechanisms to reduce
conflicts appearance inside the agreement
framework. Further we present a simulation
framework in order to clarify particular
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